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Bosch DCNM-WTCD equipment case Briefcase/classic case Black

Brand : Bosch Product code: F.01U.336.014

Product name : DCNM-WTCD

- Proven construction
- Equipment-shaped foam interior
- Roller wheels for convenient transportation
- Cushion grip handles; trigger release latches
318 x 801 x 529 mm, 11 kg

Bosch DCNM-WTCD equipment case Briefcase/classic case Black:

The transport case holds ten DICENTIS wireless discussion devices, ten high‑directive microphones, ten
short or long stem microphones, one WAP, one PSU, and two chargers.
Bosch DCNM-WTCD. Case type: Briefcase/classic case. Weight: 11 kg. Product colour: Black

Features

Case type * Briefcase/classic case
Product colour * Black
Compatibility 10x DCNM-WD

Weight & dimensions

Width 801 mm
Depth 529 mm
Height 318 mm
Weight 11 kg
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